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SUMMARY An extended family is described in which four sisters and half sisters presented with ectrodactyly. Two of the sisters had associated agenesis of the tibiae. The paper describes the malformations and discusses the management and possible genetic inheritance involved. An autosomal recessive gene seems likely to be the mode of inheritance.

Cleft hand was first described by Paré in 1575.1 Historically, other cases were reported by Martens in 1804,2 Saint Hilaire in 1832,3 and Kummel in 1895.4 The malformation "is characterised by a paraxial or axial longitudinal terminal deficiency of rays usually associated with syndactyly."5

The first cases of affected children from normal parents were reported by Pott in 1884.6 Pearson7 first proved dominant inheritance and Fetscher,8 and later Popone,9 suggested that recessive inheritance could occur. Barsky10 believed that even typical cases occur sporadically. Birch-Jensen11 calculated the incidence of typical split hand as 1 in 90 000 births and of atypical split hand, as defined by Lange,12 as 1 in 150 000 births.

Case reports

In the family reported here the father is married to two wives, his first cousin and another woman, not known to be related (fig 1). The family presented at an Orthopaedic Clinic at King Khalid University Hospital, Riyadh, because the father was worried that the two year old daughter (II.9) was unable to walk because of her leg anomalies. On questioning and examination, four daughters, two from each wife, were identified as having single or multiple congenital malformations in their extremities. All were normal term deliveries. Six normal children of the marriages, the three parents, and all other relatives were normal on clinical examination.

Case 1

Case 1 (II.3) was 10 years old and had four digit hands (fig 2). The right hand had a thumb and index finger on the radial side and on the ulnar side of the cleft a ring and little finger showing partial syndactyly; the middle finger was absent. X ray showed a small metacarpal bone on the radial side of the cleft. The skeleton of the ulnar side of the cleft showed a small malformed metacarpal adjacent to the cleft with a broad malformed metacarpal supporting the ring and little fingers. The proximal part of the proximal phalanges of these fingers were joined, but distally the phalanges were separated, as were the intermediate and distal phalanges.

The left hand had a thumb and index finger which were normal. On the ulnar side of the hand, there was a normal little finger. The ring and middle finger showed almost complete syndactyly with the middle finger much shortened. The x ray of this hand showed that the middle and ring fingers had separate, slightly malformed metacarpals, but the proximal phalanx of the middle finger lay horizontally and was fused to the short proximal phalanx of the ring finger. There was a common broad intermediate phalanx which was bifid distally. The distal phalanx of the ring finger showed a normal basal epiphysis but this was absent in the rudimentary middle finger.

Case 2

Case 2 (II.7) was one year old. She had a two digit right hand and a four digit left hand with a thumb and three other fingers (fig 3). X ray of the right hand showed that the radial digit was a thumb, while
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**FIG 2** Clinical and radiological appearance of both hands of case 1 (II.3).

**FIG 3** Clinical and radiological appearance of both hands of case 2 (II.7)
the ulnar digit had a metacarpal and three phalanges. X ray of the left hand showed a thumb and an index finger with a normal complement of bones radially. On the ulnar side of the cleft was a metacarpal bone with a fused base and shaft, but which separated distally to bear two digits each with three phalanges.

CASE 3
Case 3 (II.9) is two years old. She had malformations in both lower limbs (fig 4). The left femur was shorter than the right and there were varus and flexion deformities of both knees with subluxation of the knee joints. Both legs were thin. The feet showed metatarsus varus and there were only four toes on each foot, but on the right the big toe was bifid distally. The hands were normal. X ray of both legs showed the left femur to be short. Both tibiae were absent so there was no knee joint on either side. Each foot had only four rays.

CASE 4
Case 4 (II.10) was two months old. She had malformations of both hands and feet and also a congenital dislocation of the right hip (fig 5). The left hand had four digits, a thumb and index finger radially and two separate fingers medially. The right hand had three digits, a thumb and index finger radially and a single digit on the ulnar side of the cleft. The right leg, in addition to the congenital dislocation of the hip, had absence of the tibia and marked inversion of the foot, again with only four toes. The left leg was normal.

Discussion
The variation of involvement from monodactyly, as reported by Bujdoso and Lenz, to syndactyly only, as occurred in many cases of Scott’s pedigree, seems most likely to be related to variable expression of the genetic anomaly.

FIG 4 Clinical and radiological appearance of both legs of case 3 (II.9).
Ray and Freire-Maia reported two pedigrees where cousin marriages resulted in ectrodactyly in the offspring. It seems clear that this was due to an autosomal recessive gene carried by both parents. Verma et al reported another such pedigree with two first cousin marriages resulting in ectrodactyly in the offspring. Again, it was suggested that an autosomal recessive gene present in both parents was responsible.

The large pedigrees reported by MacKenzie and Penrose, Stevenson and Jennings, Scott, and Khosrovani all showed autosomal dominant inheritance with complete penetrance. In all there is variable expression and in the pedigree of Scott and Khosrovani skipping of generations occurred. In both these pedigrees there was no suggestion that the skipping of generations could be due to recessive inheritance.

In pedigree B of MacKenzie and Penrose, it seems likely that germinal mosaicism occurred, leading to the usual dominant inheritance. The pedigree reported by Bailey also suggests that germinal mosaicism could be present in generation I, continuing in generation II, and then producing a regular pattern of dominant inheritance from generation III onwards. Auerbach suggested the same explanation for the pedigree of Graham and Badgley, but Vogel argued that the malformations were different and the inheritance not due to a single gene. David reported three families in which germinal mosaicism seemed the most likely explanation of the origin of the malformation.

In the present family, II.3 and II.7 were offspring of a known consanguineous union. Both girls had ectrodactyly of the upper limbs. The malformation accords well with the Birch-Jensen type I ‘typical split hand’. II.9 and II.10 were offspring of the second marriage where there was no known consanguinity. II.9 had normal hands but multiple malformations in the legs and feet. II.10 had type I hands and also lower limb anomalies.

There are four possible modes of inheritance in...
this pedigree. (1) The malformations could be the result of germinal mosaicism in the father. (2) There could be non-penetration of a dominant gene in the father. (3) There could be a ‘delayed’ or two stage mutation with a premutation present in the father. (4) The malformation could be the result of a recessive gene with both wives being heterozygous.

1, 2, and 3 are autosomal dominant types of inheritance and carry a considerable risk of malformations occurring in the next generation. With no known relatives with ectrodactyly, lack of penetrance as an explanation is unlikely and the possibility of a two stage mutation seems unnecessarily complicated to explain the facts. Germinal mosaicism in the father is a possibility and, if the malformation persists in the next generation, will be the most plausible answer.

The most probable explanation is autosomal recessive inheritance with a blood relationship between the husband and both wives. In this case there is little risk of ectrodactyly appearing in generation III.

ORTHOPAEDIC MANAGEMENT

This family presented at an Orthopaedic Clinic because of the problems with the lower limbs of II.9. The ectrodactyly of the upper limbs in the children was not considered to be a problem requiring surgery by the parents or the eldest child, II.3. II.9 was fitted with prostheses to develop her balance. At a later stage it may be appropriate to carry out amputations to allow the use of better fitting prostheses. II.10 underwent manipulation to reduce the congenital dislocation of the right hip, but again because of the distal deformities she will require a prosthesis when she reaches the age of walking.

The authors wish to acknowledge the helpful advice of Dr N R Dennis of Southampton University Medical School in the preparation of this paper.
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